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Receiving Range

A fair estimate of the overall
cost that will afterwards be
necessary to keep this set
operating at maximum efficiency
is approximately one and a
half to two cents an hour. This
figure covers valve and battery
renewals as required .and can be
considerably reduced by careful
operation.

As previously stated no definite
guarantee can be offered, but with
such an average aerial as elsewhere
described a very conservative
estimate is four or five hundred miles,
though we know of receivers of this
type which are regularly intercepting
programmes broadcasted by stations
fifteen hundred and even two Shipping Weight
thousand miles distant.
Complete with all accessories, 32
lbs.
Operating Cost

Assuming that this receiver is used Overall Dimensions
on an average for one and a half
hours a day, the “A” Battery supplied Length 15 ins., height 5 ins.,
will not require renewing for nine or width 6!4 ins.
ten months.
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NEXT MEETING’S SPEAKER

Continue to celebrate Canada 150, in this issue we are going to publish
a collection of materials on 1923 and earlier Marconi radios and
accessories.

Software
Defined
Radios
by
Gordon
Wood

be obtained with this valve, though
no difference in receiving range must
be expected. Radiotron UV-201-A
consumes rather more current from
the “ A” Battery than the other type.
Receiving Range

In many respects this outfit is similar UV-201-A is substituted for the
to that listed under Schedule 1, though type 199. Generally speaking,
it will be noted that a Radiotron somewhat stronger signals will

As previously explained, this is
likely to be identical with the outfit
listed under Schedule 1 and may be
conservatively estimated at four to
five hundred miles.

Operating Cost
The “ A” Battery supplied with this
outfit should not require renewing
for seven or eight weeks, provided
the set is used on an average for one
and a half hours a day. A conservative
estimate of the expenditure afterwards
necessary to maintain maximum
efficiency is approximately three to
four cents an hour. This figure covers
all battery and valve renewals and
can be appreciably

This combination has been expressly
arranged for the city home where
exterior conditions do not permit of
the erection of a suitable aerial. Apart
from the substitution of the Ducon
Plug in place of the customary aerial
equipment, the accessories supplied
are identical with t hose listed under
Schedule 1.
This is one of our most popular
models and is bringing the joys of
radio into thousands of Canadian city
homes. Its installation is unusually
simple.
Audio-Frequency Amplifier
This unit is to be found in the mediumpriced receivers. It is composed of
two valves and transformers suitably
controlled and serves to strengthen
or “boost up” the signals after they
have been rectified by the detector.
Telephones
Most of our readers are familiar with
the appearance of the average radio
headset. The telephones proper are of
similar construction to, and operate
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reduced by careful handling of the said to be regenerative. All Marconi
valve.
instruments are so designed.
Shipping Weight

Batteries

Complete with all accessories, 32 These are divided int o two groups
lbs.
which are popularly referred to as “
A “ and “ B “ batteries. The former
Overall Dimensions
serves to energize the filament of
the valves and consists of a number
Length 15 ins., height 5 ins., width of dry cells similar to those used to
6 1/4 ins.
operate the usual bell circuit. The
high tension or “ B “ battery consists
of a larger number of smaller cells,
usually made up in a container, and
makes possible the relaying action of
the valves.
While it is necessary in subsequent
in a manner identical with those in pages to use a number of technical
current use in the public telephone terms in adequately describing the
various Marconi receivers, the reader
services.
may rest assured that the handbook which accompanies each set
Loud Speaker
will leave him in no doubt as to the
This instrument greatly increases whys and wherefores of t he various
the volume of the incoming speech controls.
or music and makes possible the
entertainment of large numbers in
Rayphones
a suitable room or hall. For a more
Price $4.50 Complete
complete description of one of the
most popular types the reader is
These well-known phones have been
referred to pages 16 and 17.
designed to our own specifications
to meet the demand for a thoroughly
Valves
reliable headset at a popular price.
Throughout the foregoing brief They are manufactured in one style
descriptions, reference has been and resistance only to ensure the best
made to this most important adjunct possible results under all conditions.
to the radio art. In appearance it is Weak and strong signals are alike
not unlike the ordinary incandescent received with maximum audibility
lamp, though it contains two and cleanness, free from distortion,
additional elements, the grid and whether used in conjunction with a
the plate, which enable it to rectify Valve or Crystal Receiver.
or amplify the incoming signals. By
means of patented arrangements a The head-bands and equipment are
single valve, or vacuum tube as it is made of carefully tempered steel and
occasionally termed, may be made covered with durable cord webbing.
to accomplish both these desirable By means of a special device, the
features; in this case the receiver is ear-piece can be readily brought into
The Loudspeaker
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Radiotron UV-201-A is a high radio-frequency and audio-frequency
vacuum tube suitable for detection, amplification. It contains a new
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tungsten filament, the characteristics
of which are long life, low power
consumption and low operating
temperature. The filament energy
consumed is only one-quarter of an
ampere, and, in the case of a single
tube set, the necessary current may
be drawn from four standard oneand-a-half volt dry cells connected
in series. The electron emission from
the filament averages about five
times that of the ordinary amplifying
tube, and it therefore gives greatly
improved loud-speaker operation.
As an audio-frequency amplifier
it delivers at least fifty per cent.
more energy than former types,
and as a detector or amplifier it
is exceptionally independent of
filament adjustment. Critical values
of grid leak and condenser are not
required.
Electrical Characteristics

encased when sold.
Receiving Range
This is governed by the length
of the electric light wires from
the socket selected to the nearest
transformer which is usually
located some distance outside the
house. In general, results similar
to those obtainable with an outside
aerial may be expected. For further
particulars regarding the Ducon
Plug the reader is referred to page
23 of this catalogue.

As will be seen, this combination is
similar to Schedule 1, but with the
addition of the Amplifier Unit and its
associate equipment.
It is well suited to operate a loud
speaker and particularly excellent
results can be obtained with
the addition of one of the Atlas
Amplitone type which sells for
$35.00, full particulars of which will
be found on pages 16 and 17.
Receiving Range

Like all other receivers this is,
to some extent, governed by the
nature and location of the aerial. A
As this outfit is equipped with conservative estimate is six or seven
Radiotron UV-199, the same hundred miles; in this connection
operating costs as those listed under the reader is referred to a booklet
Schedule 1 may be anticipated.
recently published giving reports
from different parts of the country
Shipping Weight
regarding receivers of this type.
Operating Cost

Complete with all accessories, 21 Operating Cost
Filament potential 5 volts. Filament lbs.
current 0.25 amps. plate potential
The batteries supplied with this set
20-100 volts.
Overall Dimensions
should not require renewing for
at least five months assuming its
Full instructions are enclosed within Length 15 ins., height 5 ins., width operation averages an hour and a half
the carton with which each tube is 6 1/4 ins.
a day. A fa ir estimate of the operating
cost afterwards necessary for best
results is three cents an hour. This
figure covers all valve and battery
renewals likely to be necessary and
can be materially reduced by careful
operation.
Shipping Weight
Complete with all accessories, 48 lbs.
Overall Dimensions
Length 22 ins., height 5 ins., width 6
1/4 ins.
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Tuner,
Defector,
Radio-Blue
Headset, Radiotron UV-201 -A
Schedule 5-B - List Price $45.00

In view of the fact that the equipment
listed under this heading is fitted with
Radiotrons UV-201-A, slightly more
volume may be expected with the
loud speaker than that produced by
Combination 2, though the operating
cost will be somewhat higher.

Tuner, Detector, Radio-Blue Headset,
Radiotron UV-199, Socket
an hour may be set aside to cover all Adapter
renewals.
Schedule 6 - List Price $50.00
Shipping Weight
Tuner, Detector and Amplifier Units.
Complete with all accessories, 51
lbs.
Schedule 6-A - List Price $78.25

Receiving Range

Overall Dimensions

The comments made on this subject
in the previous schedule apply
equally to this combination.
Operating Cost
No battery renewals need be expected
for two months from the date of
purchase if the receiver is used on
an average an hour and a half daily.
From then onwards, about ten cents

Tuner, Detector, Amplifier, RadioBlue Headset, Three Radiotrons UV
Length 22 ins., height 5 ins., width -201-A
6 1/4 ins.
Schedule 6-B - List Price $83.50
Marconi Amplifier Equipment
Tuner, Detector, Amplifier, RadioFor those who have purchased Blue Headset, Three Radiotrons UVMarconi Single Valve Receivers and 199, Three Socket Adapters
desire to add Amplifier Units, the
following combinations have been Schedule 7 - List Price $20 .00
arranged:
Amplifier Unit
Schedule 7 -A - List Price $35.00

Amplifier Unit fitted with Two
Here will be found everything and 1-B into complete Three Valve Radiotrons Type UV-201-A
necessary to convert Single Valve Receivers.
Schedule 7-B - List Price $38.50
Receivers listed under Schedules I

This is the correct equipment for
converting Schedule 1-A into a
Complete Three Valve Receiver
identical with that featured under
Schedule 2-A.

purchase their own accessories.

Marconi Units and Accessories

Schedule 5 - List Price $30.00

Amplifier Unit fitted with Socket
Adapters and Two Radiotrons UV199
TO BE CONTINUED IN THE NEXT ISSUE

In every respect the units quoted
are identical with those listed in the
complete combinations.

The following different stripped Tuner and Detector Units only.
combinations are offered for the
convenience of those who prefer to Schedule 5-A - List Price $43.25
The Loudspeaker
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SALE/TRADE/WANTED
IMPORTANT! All member’s ads are to be emailed to lvrceditor@yahoo.com or snail mailed to The Loudspeaker, 34
Bromleigh Avenue, London, Ontario, Canada, N6G 1T9. Email is the preferred option and typed or well printed notes
otherwise. All ads should reach The Loudspeaker no later than one month preceding the meeting.

Ads will only run for THREE CONSECUTIVE editions, unless otherwise requested. If you would
like to renew your ads, please notify me by email. DO NOT SEND ADS to Dave Noon.
FOR SALE
WANTED
801 Columnaire, Sparton 811,
Westinghouse 1605. Call Pete Raidt
Looking for Addison model at (519) 482-5742.
Two to three hundred radios at least
#55 Knobs, as shown in picture.
including seventy tombstone and
Please reply w/ pix and or price to Realistic audio amplifier model SA- cathedral radios, many mantel, table
belfountain50@yahoo.com Thanx, 102. Please call 519-357-9046 or top, and floor model radios, several
Howard.
Box 914 Wingham Ont. N0G2W0. DeForest Crosley grandfather clock
radios and Westinghouse Columnaire
Thanks, Don Mckague.
clock radios. Quantity of good tubes
Universal Radio made by Canadian and new parts. Tube testers and other
Independent Telephone Co. Also equipment. Call John at 705-424need speaker and headphones for 0560 or email johnsoldtymeradios@
same. John Kaminsky, 905-820-2308 hotmail.com
Wanted 1955 Zenith Royal 500 - 7 antlvr44@rogers.com
High Voltage Electrolytic Capacitor
transistor Owl Eye pocket transistor
radios in all colours. Call Howard Kennedy console or table model Kits for tube radio restorations. Axial
radio. Can be rough needing leaded, high temp 105C rated Ecap
@519-673-3115
work or restored if price is right. Kits available at 160V, 250V, 350V,
Heathkit PS-4 or IP-32 with manual, Phone The Olde Tyme Radio 450V and 500V. Pre WWII sizes
General Radio 688 tube sockets, Centre (www.Oldtymeradio.ca). and Post WWII uF/MFD sizes. Free
6SJ7-GT. Cash or trade. Will pick garyandnellieclayton@tnt21.com or Shipping with all kits. Please contact
Dave Cantelon, 6 Ferncrest Gate,
up. doug.brighton@yahoo.com or (519) 357-4304.
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada, M1W
iPhone 519-364-1652
Original correct knobs for 1949 1C2 ; Email: justradios@yahoo.com
Admiral television Bakelite cabinet or see Kits at http://www.justradios.
Looking for
model # 19All; Glass dial face for com/capkits.html
two interstage
1947 Philips table top Bakelite radio
transformers as
Type CM221; 2PC band selector Large assortment of portable, table
shown below.
knob for RCA floor model radio model and floor model radios for
Each measures
A-38; 1 white knob for 1948 RCA restoration or parts. Priced to sell.
about 2.5”w x
2”h x 2”d. Please contact lvrceditor@ model # 66X2. Please E-mail Dan at: Also a few 1950’s TVs. Call Pete
Raidt at (519) 482-5742.
yahoo.com or 519-471-6229. Thanks. family.nantais@xplornet.com
Nathan
RCA speaker 104 (console with amp) Rogers radios including models 120,
G.E. C400, Westnghouse 501, for my radiola 25. Steve Valeriote 220 and 420. They are reasonably
Addison, Crosley and other plastic steve.valeriote@rogers.com or 519- priced with good tubes. Call Brian at
1-905-827-0958.
and art deco radios, new&used tubes, 836-4154.
tube audio equipment, Dynaco/
Dynakit stereo tube preamp, Philco A Beta format VCR in working order 4 knobs and dial pointer from an RCA
Predicta pedestal TV. Parts wanted so that I can transfer my Beta tapes console, model #9W91. All for $30.00
for Neutrowound, Atwater Kent to DVD. Peter Gray, 705-325-5284. or B.O. Please reply to Howard @
belfountain50@yahoo.com
breadboard, RCA 15U, Westinghouse Thank you.
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